1. Let Z be a locally compact space and /i^Oa positive Radon measure on Z. Let MR(Z } /X) be the Banach algebra of all bounded real-valued /x-measurable functions defined on Z, endowed with the norm/-»||/|| oo = sup 2G^| /(0)|. Let CR(Z) be the subalgebraof MR{Z,\X) consisting of all bounded continuous functions on Z and 3C(Z) the subalgebra of all ƒ G CR (Z) having compact support. For two functions/and g defined on Z we shall write ƒ=g whenever ƒ and g coincide locally almost everywhere. If T:f->Tf is a lifting of M%(Z, JJ,) and A is a ju-measurable set then we shall denote by PT(A) the set defined by the equation where A is /x-measurable and N is locally /xnegligible then TT is a topology on Z (this result is essentially due to J. Oxtoby and has been given by him in a lecture at Yale in the fall of 1960). • Here the lifting T is not necessarily supposed to be strong.
Let now T:f-*T/ be a mapping of .MR (Z, /x) into M%(Z, fi). Properties of

THEOREM 3. Let Z and B be two locally compact spaces, 11 a positive Radon measure on Z, p a fx-proper mapping of Z into B and v = p{p). Let now a be a positive Radon measure on B such that v -xp-afor some locally a-integrable function \p. Suppose a5*0 and let T:f-*T/ be a lifting of MB (5, a). Then: (3.1) There is a mapping X: 6->X& of B into 2fTl+(Z), appropriate with respect to (a, T) such that: (5) j|Xb|| -yp(b) locally almost everywhere for a\ (6) fz(fop)gdix~f B f(b)(g,\ b )da(b)foreveryfeK(B) andgG&(Z)S (3.2) Moreover, if T is a strong lifting then X& is concentrated on
into 9flX + (Z), appropriate with respect to (a, T) and having the properties:
(9) n=fBh b da(b); (10) Xb is concentrated on p~l({b}) locally almost everywhere f or a.
REMARK. If T is a lifting having the property stated in (4.1) then there is a strong lifting T of M%(B, a) such that TJ Q>) = T f (b) for all 3. Let Z be a locally compact space and /x a positive Radon measure on Z. To simplify some of the following statements we shall say that (Z, /JL) has the strong lifting property whenever there is a strong lifting of M%(Z,ix).
In the statements below Z 9^0 is a locally compact space and p. a positive Radon measure on Z with Supp M = Z.
(A) The couple (Z, ju) has the strong lifting property in each of the following cases: (i) Z is metrizable; (ii) (Z, /*) is hyperstonean (that is Z is stonean and every rare set is locally /^-negligible) ; (iii) ix is atomic. [2] (see also [4] ) and the result in [3, §6, pp. 82-84] are particular cases of Theorem 3 above. Theorem 2 in [l, Chap. 6, pp. 64-65] can be also generalized using the strong lifting. For certain other methods and results concerning the disintegration of measures see also [7] . (2) The result in (E) is essentially contained in [6] . (3) It is known that for every (Z, /z)> M^O, there is a lifting olMS(Z,p) (see [5] and [6] ). PROBLEM. Decide whether or not every couple (Z, fx), with JJ, 5*0 and Supp LL = Z, has the strong lifting property.
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